Conway elected UA chair after four-way tussles

By Gelsey Devrey

Continuing the trend of marathon elections, the United Students of Pennsylvania convened four hours last night in the bowels of Heidler College House before selecting its new executive board, selecting College souvenirs and forming Treasurer Unit-Conway as chairperson.

The new members of the UA — elected earlier this month — nominated and cast their ballots for the body's five hotly contested officer positions, chairperson, vice chairperson, secretary, and council representative.

The election, which resulted from the Nominations and Elections Committee, allowed for a statement from the council representative.

After the initial vote, outgoing Vice Chairperson Jeremy Katz, a College junior, had switched votes from the site of CBI members recently back in the UA.

Many of the questions in the post-answer period were slightly hostile toward Katz, who was questioned sharply about his position and Council meetings, as well as his future career.

In the end, the candidates were sufficiently successful to stage, as Katz managed to edge him out after an unexpected transition between the two.

Conway elected only after the assembly passed a motion to suspend the UA bylaws for the purpose of selecting a council representative.

Katz then declared Conway's nomination that evening, as chairperson. Since Bassik ran unopposed, the assembly passed a motion to formalize his ballot casting and simply name him vice chairperson.

Katz explained that "we have already started our campaign for next year's election." He added that "we want to see it all through to the end."

Katz then asked by audience members to disseminate how they felt about the election.

"I'm always thinking of people with disabilities," said Ali Dinar, the outreach coordinator for the African Studies Center.

"The site, hailed by the Library of Congress as the "most comprehensive resource for information about Africa," is currently maintained by Ali Ali Dinar, the outreach coordinator for the African Studies Center.

Ali Dinar said he was "very pleased with the results of the Web site."

He added that "we are now at the point of the site to reach out to the outside community and provide a way to access information to students."

"Putting the information online, it's "could reach people all over the globe," he added.

"I didn't definitely anticipate the support," Bassik said. "It's my impression to have a sizable amount of support from the board.

"I would have thought that the Council would have been more divided but was not a desireable position to hold," Bassik added.

"We're completely excited about the next year," Katz added.

"I'm just happy to move on to the next step," Katz said.

"I thought the job description, and it sounds like too much work," Katz added.

Each candidate for the positions of chairperson and vice chairperson was given an opportunity to present their platforms.

Katz stated that "we want to use the site to reach out to the outside community and provide a way to access information to students.

"Putting the information online, it's "could reach people all over the globe.""

Katz then added that "we're completely excited about the next year." He added that "I'm just happy to move on to the next step." He added that "I thought the job description, and it sounds like too much work."
Controversial vending bill goes before City Council

VENDING page from 1

At the hearings, two Penn officials who have been involved with the vending proposal will represent the University. They are University Council President John F. Bryant and he will give a presentation on the bill. The bill will also be discussed by representatives from SEPTA and the Penn Consumer Alliance, which was formed in response to the ordinance. Members can offer additional amendments to the bill after two or three weeks, according to Goldstein.

Bryant said he will give a presentation on the bill’s background. He said it is not clear how much the bill will change from its current form as a result of the hearings and subsequent legislation.

While Blackwell said she is not sure who has made the most changes to the bill, she expects that it will at least be passed. However, she said she is concerned about potential ramifications of passing the bill.

"The vendors and allied vendors and vendors who are subject to the changes they wanted to see a month ago," Blackwell said.

After the hearing, Bryant said that he is not sure if the bill will go through. He said that he is not sure if the bill will go through because he is not sure how much the bill will change.

The city of Philadelphia will be testifying in favor of the bill, according to Bryant. Bryant said he is not sure if the bill will go through because he is not sure how much the bill will change.
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• First year free, then only a $100 minimum balance

FREE Checks

• First order of 200 checks*

To open an account, visit your nearest branch or call 1-888-751-9000.

COMMERCIBANK

America's Most Convenient Bank

www.yesbank.com

*checkcard-style checks

In honor of The Daily Pennsylvania Interactive and to celebrate Spring Fling...

Free DPI water bottles will be available on Locust Walk the Thursday before Fling, while supplies last.

http://dailypennsylvania.com

PENN Women's Studies Program

"The Judith Roth Berkowitz Endowed Lectureship in Women's Studies for 1998

Carolyn Holdbrun

Emeritus, Department of English, Columbia University, and a founder of Women's Studies

Professor Holdbrun is the author of many books of literary criticism including: Writing a Woman: Language, Gender and Power; and The Long, Slow Death of Colonialism. Under the pseudonym Amanda Cross she wrote the pioneering mystery series featuring Professor Tam Sander, "a sensible, very likable woman who just happens to be a detective."

speaking on

Motherhood, Revolution, and the Love of Women

This lecture is free and open to the public.

Thursday, April 16, 1998, 4:30 p.m.,

Room 110, Annenberg School for Communication

www.yesbank.com

HOLY WEEK service "The Passion of Jesus" sponsored by the Communion Fellowship at the Colonial Presbyterian Church, located at 3601 Locust Walk. For more information, call 808-4881.

LENDING SUBMISSIONS may be mailed to or faxed to the Daily Pennsylvania at (215) 772-5262 for the following deadlines: 25 word max, maximum of 2 days in advance of publication.

Open to all students. No membership required.

ONE TIME AUDIENCE: The most beautiful skip on the planet ran at the Davis Center, Saturday, JUNE 25, 1977, 9-11 PM.

AFRICAN SERVICE: "Africa Guide," which provides an electronic guide for children to African resources on the Internet as well as a list of links providing electronic information about African culture and the African continent. The site were then taken over by Ah-Di-
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The debut of the country's first coast-to-coast banks has put pressure on smaller banks to consolidate.

More mergers put pressure on smaller banks.

The upstart named NationalBank Corp. and BancOne Corp. took a giant step toward creating a $1.6 billion merger creating the nation's third-largest bank.

The latest of the mergers to occur was last Monday when First Chicago NBD Corp. announced a $2.4 billion merger to create the Midwest's most dominant bank.

The two deals come just a week after Citicorp and Travellers Group and their combined bank, insurance and brokerage businesses went into the nation's biggest bank.

Analysts believe the increase in the number of smaller banks in the process of being swallowed up by larger banks will continue.

The mergers fueled speculation about future coast-to-coast or even global deals in which giants absorb smaller banks. Among major banks, San Francisco-based Wells Fargo & Co. and Seattle-based Washington Mutual Inc. were mentioned as potential targets.

The new Consolidated NationalBank would be the second-largest corporate marriage ever behind the BankAmerica/Travelers Corp. combination, to be called Citigroup.
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Protestants avoid conflicts during annual march

Keeping in line with Northern Ireland's peace accord, the marchers stayed away from Catholic areas.

BELFAST, Northern Ireland — Taking their cue from last week's Bible study, Protestant marchers avoided a historic Catholic neighborhood in the city on Friday, fearing a repeat of the weekend's sectarian violence.

This symbolic shift in Northern Ireland's always dicey "march season," which runs from Easter to early July, demonstrated the kind of restraint that will be required for the peace agreement to survive the coming months.

Police blocked the early morning march by 20-30 Protestant marchers, one of Northern Ireland's three pre-Protestant parties, from marching in the lower Protestant Shankill district. The marchers handed the police a letter, the longest standoff that in past years has ended in violence, and they and an accompanying band immediately boarded a bus to join another parade in a mostly Protestant town.

Later, speakers at an Apprentice Boys rally that was the centrepiece of the commemorations in Lisburn's Friday accord — which Northern Ireland's largest Protestant party, David Trimble's Ulster Unionists, supports — chanted "No violence!

Keeping in line with Northern Ireland's peace accord, the marchers stayed away from Catholic areas.

David Trimble's Ulster Unionists, supported by a majority of Protestants, crucial to the peace accord. The agreement was approved by a 74-52 majority in the 108-member Northern Ireland Assembly, and that Assembly has to ratify the accord. The accord also has to be approved Friday by the Ulster Unionists' governing body, the 66-member Belfast County Council.

And Sinn Fein leader Gerry Adams has to agree to a power-sharing executive that would be placed under a Supreme Court order. Adams said the agreement would be "fully endorsed the U.S. position before the Paraguay and the World Court."

The immediate execution of rapist and murderer John Mark Breard could be seen as a denial by Republican extremists. "We think that this is a denial by the Bush administration that the accord was not meet to allow meeting with someone from the consulate," the Justice filing contends. "There is such a power-sharing executive, and that would have changed the course of the criminal proceedings."

The Justice Department filed just before the late afternoon deadline set by the court. The government of Paraguay and Bush added the Supreme Court to order the attrition process. "The by the court. The agreement of Paraguay and Bush added the Supreme Court to order the attrition process. "The

Clinton will lead anti-tobacco war

WASHINGTON — President Clinton is expected to announce today that the U.S. will push back every effort to undermine the 1996 anti-smoking treaty signed last September in New York, so far has refused to approve it and that would have five additional years to destroy its arsenal.

The treaty, signed by Yeltsin and President Boris Yeltsin's foreign minister, so far has refused to approve it and that would have five additional years to destroy its arsenal.

In resubmitting the agreement to the Senate on Wednesday, the Russian Foreign Minister Yevgeny Primakov. Russia would have five additional years to destroy its arsenal.

World Court order does not provide a basis for U.S. courts to act. Breard, a citizen of Paraguay, was convicted of the 1992 stabbing death of Ruth Dickie in her Arlington, Va., apartment. The court. The agreement of Paraguay and Bush added the Supreme Court to order the attrition process. "The

Yeltsin resurfaces START II

The amended version of the arms control treaty was approved by the U.S.

The treaty, signed by Yeltsin and President Boris Yeltsin's foreign minister, so far has refused to approve it and that would have five additional years to destroy its arsenal.

"The treaty to pass."
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Fling-induced nostalgia for youth

Jeffrey Snyder, a senior finance major from Miami, Fl., shared his reminiscences about the past.

"As we all prepare to make a pilgrimage to the Quad this weekend and reflect on our Penn experience, some students may experience a sense of nostalgia for theirPenn State days."
A look back at the kidnapping that cost Psi U the Castle

Tuesday, April 14, 1998

"It's where the wild things are!"

When 1201 Race Street's residents were awakened by the sound of their front door being forced open at 10 p.m. on Monday, they never could have guessed what lay in wait for them.

The bar was empty, the music had stopped, and the only signs of life were the police and FBI agents who had arrived on the scene. As the officers swept the room, they discovered the body of a man lying on the floor, lifeless.

Inside, the police found evidence of a kidnapping that had taken place earlier in the evening. According to preliminary reports, a group of nine men had entered the bar, taken control of the establishment, and demanded that the owner hand over a large sum of money.

The owner, knowing he could not appease the kidnappers, calmly gathered his staff and led them to a rear room. Once there, he locked the door and called the police.

As the investigation continues, the community is left to wonder what motivated these individuals to commit such a heinous crime. The police are currently searching for clues that may lead them to the perpetrators.

Meanwhile, the residents of 1201 Race Street are left to contemplate the devastating impact of this event on their lives. Many are questioning whether they can ever feel safe in their own home again.

The police are urging anyone with information about this incident to come forward and assist in their investigation. The community is asked to remain vigilant and report any suspicious activity.

In the meantime, the residents of 1201 Race Street remain strong, united in their resolve to rebuild and move forward from this可怕的 night. They are determined to continue living their lives to the fullest, despite the tragedy that has befallen them.

1201 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA

---

The Philadelphia Daily News

Pre-Fling Swing!!!

With the Sophomore Class at the Five Spot

的声音!!!

Wednesday, April 15

10:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.

Featuring Ronnie James and the Jez Hot Swing Club

Buses will depart from 39th and Spruce at 9:45 and 10:00, and bring you back to campus at 1:00 and 3:30.

No cover!!!

5 South Bank St.

Wednesday, April 15

10:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.

Featuring Ronnie James and the Jez Hot Swing Club

Buses will depart from 39th and Spruce at 9:45 and 10:00, and bring you back to campus at 1:00 and 3:30.
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Reg. $1.50 per word. 7 days minimum.
- 1 day: 40¢ per word
- 2 days: 30¢ per word
- 3 days: 25¢ per word
- 4 days: 25¢ per word
- 5-9 days: 20¢ per word
- 10-14 days: 15¢ per word
- 15-21 days: 10¢ per word
- 22-28 days: 5¢ per word

NOTE: A 10-word minimum on all classified ads.
Phone numbers count as one word. First 3 words (max. 1 line) and last 3 words of each ad require additional attention—get them right. Check your ad the first day it runs. The Daily Pennsylvanian will not assume responsibility for any errors the first day on an ad. Teasersheets or proofs are not supplied for classifieds.

OPTIONAL EXTRA

Large Headline: A big (15spaces) bold, centered, capitalized headline can be added above a classified ad for an additional $2.50 per line. Maximum of 18 characters per line.
Jumbo Headline: A larger (24space) headline is available for $3.00 per line. Maximum of 12 characters per line.
Bold Text: Make individual words, or an entire ad, stand out. 50¢ per word, up to 5 at maximum per ad.
Centered Line(s): Center one or more lines above or below an ad for an additional $1.00 per line. Separate Paragraph(s): Separate multiple items, lists, or long texts into individual paragraphs with space between them for an additional $1.00 per paragraph per day.

DEADLINES & PAYMENT

‘Due dates are 2 p.m., two business days preceding publication.
‘For classified ads to run, you must clearly indicate the date you want the ad to run, your name & phone number, your credit card number with expiration date and your name as it appears on your credit card.

NOTICE TO READERS

While The Daily Pennsylvanian attempts to screen ads for violations of the law, fraud, and other illegal activity, it is not possible for us to investigate every ad and advertiser. Please use caution when answering ads, especially any that require you to send a cash, check, or money order in advance.

GRADUATE STUDENTS!

Now is the time to look!

• Hardwood Flrs.
• New Kitchens
• Laundry Facilities
• High Ceilings
• Tiled Bathrooms
• Front Balconies

39th - 45th Sts.
Spruce / Pine / Osage / Baltimore
The Best Locations, The Best Selection and the Best Rents!

Studies From: $350 3 Brdms. From: $630
1 Brdms. From: $410
2 Brdms. From: $550
6 Brdms. From: $250**
** 2 months rent

*Formerly Santa Margarita*
W. Lax feels let down after last year's win

Sage said. "She's been a stabilizing force on the down half, but her offensive production this season didn't quite match up, and that's important."

The Quakers, who defeated the Leopards 16-11 in last year's final, last did not seem ready last night. While Penn's stout defense — too little too late — was enough to overcome a six-goal deficit, it wasn't enough to remove the bitter taste from the Quakers' mouths.

"On the second half we played better — but when you're down six goals you have to do something," Sage said. "In the second half we only scored two goals last night."

Write DP Sports. Call Josh or Kent at 798-6585, ext. 146.
M. Tennis tops Dartmouth with strong singles depth

The Quakers were unable to put any runs on the board against the Tigers Saturday. Mistakes in the field, such as this error by junior catcher Kaptan and shortstop Sherryl Fodera, also did not help Penn as Princeton scored eight runs in the twin bill.

The tail end of the twin bill had the

No, it will help our confidence going into

Tennis

Softball

M. Tennis from page 12

Thomson. "We had to settle down and cut down on

The game in the third inning, scoring three runs on a pair of singles by Brown and Wendy Herre. Brown led off with a 5-

April 1996

The Penn women's team got the revenge it needed against the San Diego State Aztecs during a game at the San Diego Credit Union Tennis Classic. The Quakers won 4-0 after a strong singles match by Kamilah Bnscoe and again scored a tough Princeton lineup that tagged the same outcome, but Penn allowed six

The Quakers did dominate the dis

The team's focus on the meet was

Without stringing together some hits
to accomplish that" Garber said.

The team's intensity was also important in defeating Princeton. "Across the board, the team’s
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She explained that "power 10s"
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Tyson bids for reinstatement

LAS VEGAS — Mike Tyson could return to the ring in November, Nevada boxing officials said Monday, as the three-time heavyweight champion and Olympic gold medalist announced he is seeking a hearing before the Nevada Athletic Commission to try to recover the license they revoked for biting Evander Holyfield's ear, an act Tyson said yesterday.

But Watson, who has been advising Tyson on getting his life in order now. After two weeks in jail, said a November date would be "far too late" for his license to be revived by the commission. "We want it to happen immediately," Watson said.

Tyson can apply for reinstatement at any time, Watson said. November will be the first anniversary of his conviction for the Las Vegas slugfest being revoked by the Nevada State Athletic Commission for being drunk and out of the ring on June 28 heavyweight title fight.

Watson said no decision has been made on whether Tyson will get a new license in time for the fight. Earlier he said it might be late August or early September before Tyson asks for his license back.

"There's been no decision," Watson said yesterday. "We're concentrating on getting his life in order now. After that, we'll talk to the Nevada commission and see if this is something that will happen in the future."

Tyson, who split from King in February, is trying to organize a new team of fighters to help promote George Foreman's return to the ring. He has applied for a license to fight in Britain in August.

In Buffalo City Court to begin serving his term in the Erie County Correctional Facility in Alden, however, associate judge Carmen King, said a November date would be far too late for his license to be revoked by the commission. "We want it to happen immediately," King said. "We want him to get his license immediately."

However, with three months less than Tyson has a chance to get his license restored, Watson said, "We're going to try to make it happen just as fast as possible, just as fast as we can."

Tyson is now being advised by a variety of people, Watson said.

He will also apply for a license in California in the next two weeks.
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### Game Recap

Mariner's Griffey hits homerun No. 300

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ken Griffey Jr. provided the fireworks, hitting two home runs and driving in six runs, as the Seattle Mariners defeated the Cleveland Indians 13-2 Sunday.

Griffey, who led the majors in home runs last season with 56, sent a three-run shot into the left-center field seats in the second inning and later blasted a two-run shot off Indians reliever Steve Olin in the fourth.

"It was a pretty good rhythm to start the game," Griffey said. "I was in a pretty good rhythm and it felt like I was hitting the ball well."

"I felt like I was hitting the ball well, just the second hit," Griffey said. "I felt like I was hitting the ball well and the second hit was really nice."}

Has anyone (including yourself) asked you lately:

What WILL YOU DO with an ABC

Please join English Alumni and the English UAB on April 16th from 7 - 9 P.M. in the Pennninsa Library to discuss different career and post-graduate options.

*Refreshments will be served*

### Fraternities 
Club Officers 
Teammates 
Sororities

Hats Off

To The Class Of '98!

They have been your fraternity brothers, sorority sisters, cast members, team captains, club officers, and co-workers for the past four years. Your senior members have contributed so much to your organization and to Penn. Don't let them leave without letting them know how much their hard work, dedication, and friendship has meant to you and your group. Show your appreciation by saying goodbye in the Graduation edition of The Daily Pennsylvanian.

The Graduation Goodbyes section of the DP comes out only once a year just so you can give your friends a proper farewell. Make sure your group is a part of this keepsake edition, coming out on May 15th and at Commencement on May 18th. There are several ad sizes available, starting at just $50. Deadline for submission is April 29th at 3 p.m.

Stop by The Daily Pennsylvanian office weekdays from 9 to 5 to place your ad or the DP at 898-6651 or fax at 898-2050. You can pay by cash, check, credit card, or SAC-funded account.
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Season slipping away for M. Lax

Matt Schreuder is arguably the best goal keeper in the Ivy League. Pete Janney and Todd Minerley

W. Track takes first in three-way Ivy meet

The Quakers' throwers led the way in a victory over Princeton and Yale.

By Jennifer Frankel

Softball goes scoreless in two against Princeton

The Quakers fell to 8-19 on the season after losing both ends of a doubleheader to visiting Princeton.

By Jennifer Frankel

The Tigers came out strong scoring two runs in the first inning to take the lead over the Quakers. However, Penn's defense kept the game tied 2-2 after five innings and later scored three runs in the top of the seventh to win 5-2.

The Quakers shut out the visiting Leopards in the second half, but they could not overcome a six-goal deficit.

By Andrew McLaughlin

Softball matches with Dartmouth

The Tigers scored two runs in the first inning and held the Quakers scoreless for the rest of the game to win 5-0.

The afternoon action against Harvard ended with the Quakers falling to the Crimson.

M. Tennis splits matches

The Quakers rebounded with a win over Dartmouth after being shut out by Harvard Friday.

By Calliera Hauteur

The bedraggled was the Left Tennis Court. The players — Harvard, Dartmouth and Penn — were the worst. The results — annihilation, 7-0.

The afternoon action against Harvard ended with the Quakers falling to the Crimson.

The afternoon action against Harvard ended with the Quakers falling to the Crimson.
NEC Committees kick-ass!

SPRING NOMINATIONS 1998
Nominations & Elections Committee

Paid Supplement to the Daily Pennsylvanian
April 14, 1998

Dear Applicant,

Thank you for taking the time to apply for a University committee. University committees are an excellent way for students to take part in the crafting of policy alongside faculty and administrators. While we recognize that service on these committees certainly enhances resumes, the intended purpose of the committees aims to proceed beyond this. Thus, it is crucial to the success of the committee that members attend all meetings and play an active role in the committee process in order to voice the opinions of the undergraduate student body. As such, prior to submitting applications, students should carefully consider their time obligations for the coming year that could preclude them from fulfilling this responsibility.

You may apply for as many committees as you wish, but may be nominated to a maximum of two. Please note that this is not an application for membership to the Nominations and Elections Committee, rather for the committees the NEC oversees.

You may submit your completed application(s) at the NEC office -- room 112, Houston Hall -- on Tuesday, April 21 from noon until 6pm. You must submit three copies of your application(s) and you must sign up for an interview at that time. Interviews will be conducted during the weekend of April 25 (Hey Day weekend, for all you juniors). Your specific date(s) will depend on the committee(s) to which you apply. Additional information about the committees and the application process may be found at the NEC web site, which is located at http://dolphin.upenn.edu/~nec.

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me by telephone at 387-3561 or email at efleck@sas.upenn.edu.

I wish you the best of luck with the application process!

Sincerely,

Evan Fleck
Vice Chair -- Nominations
University committees are comprised of undergraduate students, graduate students, professors, staff and administrators in order to represent all of the relevant constituencies of the University community. Committee agendas are established by the members in accordance with the goals established by the University Council. There are between one and three undergraduate students on each of these committees.

All of the committees are divided into six divisions:

**ACADEMICS** are concerned with the academic policy of the University. This includes aspects from school curriculum to grading standards.

**COMMUNITIES** are concerned with the interactions of the University and the West Philadelphia community as well as the larger national and international communities.

**FACILITIES** deal with the current facilities on campus as well as their future development.

**HONORARIA** include student representatives who deal with both special academic events and recognizing and awarding students and faculty for their excellence.

**STUDENT AFFAIRS** deal with issues and organizations that affect students as they live and interact on Penn’s campus.

**UNIVERSITY POLICY** considers the overall policies and positions of the University, including admissions, pluralism and finances.

**THE APPLICATION**

In order to complete your application, please respond to the following questions. You should not stress over them as the interviews are weighed heavily in our decision-making process. Nevertheless, your brief responses to these questions will provide the interview panel with an introduction to the applications.

1. Why are you applying to serve on this committee?

2. If you had the responsibility of writing the agenda for this committee for the coming year, what would the major items be? Please discuss why these issues are of particular significance.

3. Describe your leadership style. In responding to this question, please feel free to draw upon any leadership experiences you have had in the past.

4. What activities are you currently involved with and which do you plan to become involved with during the next two semesters? Do you hold any leadership positions within these organizations?
ACADEMIC

RESEARCH
This committee is concerned with the research activities of the University. It has the responsibility of being aware of all matters of policy relating to research and the general environment for research at Penn, including the assignment of research funds distributed by the University. The committee advises the administration on proposals for sponsored research when they come in conflict with University policy.

SAS CURRICULUM
This committee reviews all proposals for new courses, majors, and undergraduate programs and recommends to the faculty the approval or rejection of each proposal. The curriculum committee is divided equally among all three divisions of the School of Arts and Sciences.

SAS GENERAL REQUIREMENT
This committee examines the General Requirement for the School of Arts and Sciences. Responsibilities include reviewing and recommending policy for the General Requirement and acting on recommendations from departments of courses to be listed in the various sectors.

SAS UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
This committee advises the Dean on all matters broadly affecting the undergraduate educational mission of the School of Arts and Sciences, including educational policies, proposed new organizational units, and reviewing of the advising system.

SAS QUANTITATIVE SKILLS
This committee was formed in order to oversee this new college requirement. In doing so, the committee will be overseeing any changes as well as serving an integral role in deciding which classes will fulfill the requirement.

SAS ACADEMIC COMPUTING
This committee acts as an advisory board to the current computing facilities and future acquisitions of the School of Arts and Sciences.

COMMUNITIES

COMMUNICATIONS
This committee is concerned with monitoring the internal communications and public relations activities of the University in its various formats, which include electronics, audio, video, and print. It monitors the operations of news and public affairs, the Public Relations Office and communications with alumni. The committee also serves to interpret the University to its many constituencies. Recent issues have included PennNet and the new PennCard.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
This committee advises the University Council on the relationship of the University to the surrounding community. It helps make policy with respect to the community. The committee works with the Office of Community Relations to assure that the University develops and maintains a constructive relationship with the community.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
This committee reviews and monitors issues related to the international programs and other international activities of the University. The committee advises and makes policy recommendations in such areas as services for international students and scholars, foreign scholarships and studies abroad, and cooperative undertakings with foreign universities.

WXPN POLICY BOARD
The Policy Board recommends program policy and standards and advises the station manager on implementation policies. It has the responsibility to advise the Vice Provost for University Life on current fiscal affairs, the selection and evaluation of the station manager, and long-range fiscal and administrative planning. Additionally, it has the responsibility to consult with various constituencies including faculty, students, support staff, alumni, members of the listening community, and public broadcasting professionals.

FACILITIES

ART COLLECTION ADVISORY BOARD
This committee works with the art collection on campus. Its main purpose is to review and discuss any and all suggestions pertaining to the art collection which consists of objects from over 140 buildings on campus.

BOOKSTORE
This committee considers the purposes of the University bookstore and advises the University Council and the Director of the University Bookstore on policies, development, and operations.

LIBRARY
This committee advises the Director of Libraries on the policies, development, and operation of the University libraries. Recent concerns have regarded the impact of new budgets on library facilities, the declining national status of the library, obtaining specialized periodicals, and security.

SAFETY AND SECURITY
This committee advises the President, the Director of Public Safety, and the administrators or directors of specific buildings, offices, or projects on all matters concerning safety and security in the conduct of their operations. Its principle responsibility is to consider and assess means to improve safety and security on campus.

WHARTON COMPUTING AND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
This committee acts as an advisory to Wharton’s two computing areas, Academic Technology Services and Information Technology Services. The committee guides overall Wharton School policy on the use of computers in research, teaching and administrative applications.
HONORARIA

HONORARY DEGREES
This committee solicits nominations from faculty and staff members and students for honorary degrees to be awarded by the University at Commencement and at special convocations and submits a slate of nominees for actions by the trustees. It may make special recommendations to the President regarding Commencement speakers and the conduct of special convocations.

LINDBACK AWARDS
This committee solicits nominations from the University community for candidates for the Lindback and Provost Awards for distinguished teaching. The committee reviews the candidates and submits recommendations to the Provost for final consideration.

SAS IRA ABRAMS FACULTY AWARDS
The Ira Abrams Award for Distinguished Teaching is presented annually to a faculty member in the School of Arts to celebrate his or her contribution to teaching. In general, the award seeks to recognize intellectually challenging and exceptionally coherent teaching that leads to an informed understanding of a discipline. The undergraduate representatives join faculty members to read detailed dossiers, which can be up to 100 pages each, prepared by the departments about their nominees.

SAS LEON LECTURES
This committee encourages nominations of distinguished scholars from outside the University to deliver the Leon Lectures Series at Penn. The lectures may deal with any scholarly subject related to the many fields within arts and sciences, and occasionally artistic presentation have been sponsored. The committee is especially interested in events that will be of interest to a general University audience, including undergraduate and graduate students, faculty, and staff. Coordination of speakers with currently offered courses is highly desirable, and usually requires planning many months in advance.

STUDENT AWARDS
This committee selects the recipients of most of the awards presented on Ivy Day. The awards are primarily presented to seniors, although there are some underclassmen awards. Examples of awards given are the Fienstone Award, which is presented to a sophomore, junior or senior who has shown constructive social and educational change.

STUDENT AFFAIRS

ALCOHOL & OTHER DRUG TASK FORCE
This task force advises senior administrators on alcohol issues pertaining to policies, education and services. The committee is currently divided into five subcommittees: Policy and Education, Treatment and Recovery, Teleconference, Data Collection, and Social Planning.

CPPS
The purpose of this committee is to present and address ideas and complaints from the student body concerning the center’s effectiveness and responsiveness to student needs. It attempts to troubleshoot any specific problems which may arise with CPPS. This committee prefers students who have had personal experience with CPPS.

RECREATION & INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
This committee advises and makes policy recommendations on recreation and intramural and intercollegiate athletics and their integration with the educational program of the University, including the planning and provision of adequate facilities for various sports and recreational activities.
FRATERNITY & SORORITY ADVISORY BOARD

This committee advises the Director of Student Life with regard to policies toward fraternities and sororities. It advises on issues pertaining to the Greek system such as pledge practices, chapter recognition, and disciplinary procedures, and it reviews charges levied against the organizations. (Student must not be affiliated with a Greek organization.)

STUDENT AFFAIRS

This committee has cognizance of the conditions and rules of undergraduate and graduate student life on campus. The committee gathers and analyzes information concerning student life and student affairs and makes recommendations to the University Council, the Vice Provost for University Life and other appropriate administrative offices. This committee also monitors the performance of student services and recommends ways in which services to students may be improved.

UNIVERSITY POLICY

ACADEMIC PLANNING & BUDGET

The purpose of this committee is to bring together academic planning and financial planning so that informed advice might be provided to the administration on both short-term and long-range resource allocation. It shall provide the administration with advice on the composition of the annual budget and on multi-year financial plans for the University; take into account, study, and report on long-range implications of current budget issues and alternatives; and provide systematic thought about the evolving education mission and educational needs of the University, and their present and futures budgetary implications.

ADMISSIONS & FINANCIAL AID

This committee considers matters of undergraduate and graduate/profession recruitment, admissions, and financial aid that concern the University as a whole. It has the authority to carry out studies on existing recruitment and admissions procedures and their relationships with existing policies on admissions and financial aid and reports to the University Council on such matters.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COUNSEL

The Affirmative Action Counsel is an advisory committee appointed by the President to review the University's affirmative action program. It recommends changes, develops policy proposals, and monitors the performance and progress of programs relating to affirmative action throughout the University.

OPEN EXPRESSION

The Committee on Open Expression is concerned with monitoring the communication processes to help prevent conflicts, recommending policies and procedures for improvement of all levels of communication, investigating alleged infringements of the right of open expression if any member of the University community, advising administrative officers where appropriate, and participating in the evaluation and resolution of conflicts arising from incidents or disturbances on campus. Recent issues have included discussion of video monitoring and closed circuit television.

PLURALISM

This committee advises the University Council on ways to develop and maintain a supportive atmosphere on campus for the inclusion and appreciation of pluralism among all members of the University community. It also addresses specific diversity issues that arise on campus. Recently, committee discussion has included Asian American issues on campus.
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